Increase Your Revenue and Save Time
with Galaxy Payment Plans
Galaxy Payment Plans makes it easy for your
guests to purchase passes, tickets or retail
items by offering flexible terms of payment. It
helps streamline your business by automating
the billing and pass renewal processes.
An integrated Payment Calculator allows you
to present a number of specific payment plan
options to suit your guests’ financial needs.
Ticket sellers and guests can view payment
options for purchases in the Point of Sale
(POS) transaction window with Galaxy’s Payment Calculator. Once guests choose their
preference, the ticket seller can apply the down
payment (if any), tender the transaction and
print the contract.

With Galaxy Payment Plans you can:
Maximize Your Revenue by Making it Easy to Buy
Provide guests the opportunity to pay for purchases over an extended period of time. Offer flexible
terms of payment, and sales volume increases.

Create and Maintain Your Own Custom Payment Plans
You set the terms of the plan. Create multiple plans to offer guests maximum flexibility: Provide them
with different options to pay off a contract.

Set Up Your Payment Plan Quickly and Easily with the Payment Plan Wizard
Galaxy’s Payment Plan Wizard walks you step-by-step through the payment plan setup process.

Improve Customer Retention with Automatic Pass Renewal
Reduce non-renewals by minimizing the number of times a guest has to make the decision to buy.
Make it easy to renew with automated pass renewal.

Increase Your Efficiency by Automating the Billing Process
Automate recurring payments, billing statements, and credit card reprocessing.

Enhance Customer Satisfaction and Increase Sales with the Payment Calculator
Offer greater flexibility and easy comparison of payment plan options when making a purchase based
on a payment plan. Increase sales by making it easier to buy with specific payment options.
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Product Part Information
800-189 Galaxy Payment Plans Software Module - $495 per POS station
Notes:
Galaxy Payment Plans must be enabled on a POS station with Galaxy Order Entry enabled to create and edit payment plans
Payment plans can be viewed on any POS station with Galaxy Order Entry enabled
Requires Galaxy Payment Plans Contract Processor (part 800-190)

800-190 Galaxy Payment Plans Contract Processor - $9,995
Notes:
This is a program installed on a back office computer and is required for Galaxy Payment Plans
Galaxy Message Sender is included with Contract Processor

Recommended System Configurations
Windows Server™ 2003
Microsoft SQL Server 2005
1GHz or faster Pentium-compatible processor
2 GB RAM
(2-3) 73G Hard drives
MDAC Version 2.81 or higher
VGA or higher-resolution monitor NOTE: 800 X 600 resolution is required for POS. 1024 X
768 resolution is required for all other modules.
Keyboard
Mouse or compatible pointing device
Tape backup and backup software
Internet Explorer 6 or 7
Galaxy Concentrator (only needed if required for credit card processing)
Galaxy Payment Server
Galaxy Payment Plans Training (see the course syllabus for details)
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